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USE OF STEROIDS IN SEPSIS
A TALE OF TWO TRIALS

Dr Jamie Hornsby

ST7 Respiratory, General and Intensive Care Medicine

STORY SO FAR…..

• First double-blind, multicentre trial in use of hydrocortisone in the 
management of severe infections reported in 1963

• 1980 – Randomised controlled trials showed high dose methylprednisolone 
(30mg/kg) was associated with higher morbidity and mortality

• 2002 and 2008 (CORTICUS) – 2 RCTs showed earlier reversal of shock but 
conflicting evidence with regards to mortality

• 2015 – Cochrane review of 33 RCT’s accounting for 4268 patient with sepsis 
Corticosteroids reduced 28 day mortality RR 0.87 (CI) 0.76-1.00 (low quality 
of evidence)

STORY SO FAR…..

• 2015 – Systematic review of 35 trials randomising 4682 patients – no 
statistically significant effect was found for any dose of steroids vs placebo/no 
intervention RR 0.89 CI 0.74-1.08

• Surviving Sepsis Campaign: International Guidelines for 
Management of Sepsis and Septic Shock: 2016

• ‘We suggest against using IV hydrocortisone to treat septic shock patients if adequate 
fluid resuscitation and vasopressor therapy are able to restore hemodynamic stability. 
If this is not achievable, we suggest IV hydrocortisone at a dose of 200 mg per day 
(weak recommendation, low quality of evidence).’

THE TWO TRIALS
NEJM 1ST MARCH 2018

• Trail Design: Investigator initiated, pragmatic, double blind, parallel-group randomised controlled trial

• Participating centres: 69 medical/surgical ITUs:  Australia (45),UK (12), New Zealand (8), Saudi Arabia(3), Denmark 
(1)

• Intervention: Intravenous infusions of hydrocortisone with matched placebo in patients with septic shock 
undergoing mechanical ventilation

• Inclusion criteria: 

• Adults (≥18 years) 

• documented or strong clinical suspicion of infection

• fulfilled two or more criteria of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome

• Undergoing mechanical ventilation

• Treated with vasopressors or inotropic agents for a minimum of 4 hours up to and at time of randomisation

• Exclusion criteria:

• Likely to receive treatment with a systemic glucocorticoid for indication other than septic shock

• Received etomidate

• Considered likely to die from a pre-existing disease within 90 days of randomisation

• Treatment limitations in place

• Met inclusion criteria for more than 24 hours prior to consideration

• Randomisation

• Minimisation algorithm stratified according to participating centre and according to medical or surgical admission
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• Primary Outcomes:
• Death from any cause 90 days after randomisation

• Secondary Outcomes:
• Death from any cause 28 days after randomisation

• Time to resolution of shock

• Recurrence of shock

• Length of ICU and Hospital Stay

• Frequency and Duration of mechanical ventilation

• Frequency and Duration of treatment with renal replacement therapy

• Incidence of new onset bacteraemia or fungemia between 2 and 14 days after randomisation

• Receipt of blood transfusion in the ICU

• Power calculation

• 3800 patients provide trial with 90% power to detect absolute difference in all-cause mortality from an estimated 
baseline mortality of 33% at alpha level of 0.05

No significant differences between groups

• Primary Outcome
• No difference in mortality at 90 days

• Hydrocortisone group 511 of 1832 (27.9%)

• Placebo group 526 of 1828 (28.8%)

• OR 0.95 95%CI 0.82 – 1.10 P=0.50

• Secondary Outcome
• Time to resolution of shock shorter in hydrocortisone group

• HCT median 3days IQR 2 – 5 vs Placebo median 10 days IQR 5 -
30 (HR 1.32; 95% CI, 1.23 to 1.41; P<0.001)

• Time to discharge from ICU less in hydrocortisone group

• HCT median 10 days IQR 5 -30 vs Placebo median 12 days IQR 6 
– 42 (HR 1.14; 95% CI, 1.06 to 1.23; )
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• Secondary Outcome
• Fewer patients in the Hydrocortisone group received a blood 

transfusion (37.0% vs 41.7% odd ratio, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.72 – 0.94; 
P=0.004)

• No Significant difference between groups:

• Rate of recurrence of shock

• Rate of development of new-onset bacteraemia or fungemia

• Adverse Outcomes:

• Authors Conclusions:
• Steroids did not reduce the 90 day mortality

• Observed a more rapid resolution of shock and lower incidence of blood transfusion (hypothesis 
generating)

• More adverse events in hydrocortisone group but did not affect patient centred outcomes

• Central randomisation process that was blinded and independently verified

• Population with a substantial risk of death

• Intervention was successfully administered in both groups

• Authors Conclusions:
• Adverse events were not standardised and judged by the treating clinicians to be related to the 

trial

• Did not collect data on all possible secondary infections

• Did not assess long term neuromuscular weakness

• My comments:
• Median APACHE score was 24 and 23 with the minority of patients in the more unwell APACHE 

>=25 groups

• There was a potential trend for those with APACHE score <25 may do better with steriods

• A third of patients were surgical

• Physiological variables at base line:
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1. Did the trial address a clearly focused issue? Yes

2. Was the assignment of patient to treatments randomised? Yes

3. Were all if the patients who entered the trial properly accounted for at it’s conclusion? Yes

4. Were patients, health workers and study personnel ‘blind’ to the treatment? Yes

5. Were the groups similar at the start of the trial? Yes

6. Aside from the experimental intervention, were the groups treated equally? Can’t tell

7. How large was the treatment effect? Treatment effect w.r.t time to shock resolution was 
significant

8. How precise was the estimate of the treatment effect? For time to shock resolution quite 
precise 

9. Can the results be applied to the local population, or in your context? Yes, a pragmatic trial 
in a population that is generalisable to our unit

10. Were all clinically important outcomes considered? No more attention could have been 
applied to standardising treatment and adverse events

11. Are the benefits worth the harms and costs? Can’t tell,  a negative trial for mortality and most 
other end points other than shock resolution and ICU stay. Adverse events are more in the 
intervention group which may suggest potential harm might outweigh the benefit

• Trail Design: Investigator initiated, placebo controlled trial with four parallel groups organised in a 2x2 
factorial design. 

• Participating centres: 34 Intensive Care Units in France

• Intervention: 

• 50mg Hydrocortisone (HCT) IV 6 hourly and Fludrocortisone (FCT) 50𝛍g daily via NG tube

• Drotrecogin alfa (activated) (DAA)

• Both

• Placebo

• Inclusion criteria: 

• Adults

• Admitted to ICU < 7 days

• Indisputable or probable septic shock for <24 hours

• Clinically or microbiologically documented infection

• SOFA score >=3 for >=2 organs >=6hours

• Treatment for >=6 hours with catecholamine’s to maintain MAP >=65mmHg

• Exclusion criteria (DAA Specific):

• Surgical Procedure <= 7days

• Gastrointestinal bleeding <=6 weeks

• Chronic Liver disease

• Trauma <= 3months

• Any Intracranial mass 

• Stroke or head injury in last 3 months

• Thrombocytopenia

• Formal anticoagulation necessary

• Any other increased risk of bleeding 

• Known hypersensitivity to DAA

• Exclusion criteria (General):

• Pregnancy or breast feeding

• Patients with palliative goals

• Underlying fatal (<=1month) condition

• Patients already taking cotricosteriods (30mg 
Prednisolone eq. >1month)

• No affiliation to social security 

• Randomisation: Randomization was centralized, through a secured Web site, and stratified according to 
centre, using permutation blocks of 8 to receive HCT&FCT, DAA, combination of all 3 drugs, Placebo

• Power calculation:  

• Anticipated 90 days mortality of 45% with patients with septic shock. 

• 2x2 factorial design with a two sided formulation 320 patient were needed in each group (1280 in total)

• Absolute difference in 90 day mortality of 10% with an alpha 0.05 and power 95%
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• Primary Outcome:

• 90 day all-cause mortality

• Secondary Outcomes:

• All cause mortality at ICU discharge

• Hospital Discharge at day 28 or day 180

• Percentage of patient in whom care was withheld or withdrawn

• Percentage of patients weaned from vasopressors at day 28 or day 90

• Time to weaning of vasopressors

• Number of days patients were alive and free of vasopressors up to day 28 or 90

• Secondary Outcomes:
• Percentage of patient weaned from mechanical ventilation at day 28 and day 90

• Percentage of patients with a total SOFA score below 6 at day 28 and day 90

• Percentage of patients discharged from ICU or hospital up to day 28 or 90

• Time to discharge from the ICU and hospital 

• ICU-free and hospital free days up to day 28 and day 90

• Safety outcomes
• Superinfection up to day 180

• GI bleeding up to day 28

• Hyperglycaemia up to day 7

• Neurological sequelae (cognitive impairment and muscle weakness) ICU and Hospital discharge 

No significant differences between groups

• Trial was stopped twice:
• Once when Xigris was withdrawn from the market (Oct 25th 2011 – May 12 

2012)

• Second time at the request of data and safety monitoring board (July 22nd 2014 
- Oct 7,2014) to check quality of trial agents and the distribution of serious 
adverse events

• Primary Outcome (All cause mortality at day 90):

• Hydrocortisone-Fludrocortisone group 264 of 614 patients died

• (43.0%; 95% CI 39 – 47%)

• Placebo group 308 of 627 patients 

• (49.1%; 95% CI, 45.1 to 53.)

• Relative Risk of death 0.88 (95% CI, 0.78 to 0.99) in favour of intervention

• Fragility Index = 3
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Authors Conclusions'

• Improvement in mortality at day 90 and 180 compared with placebo

• Duration in weaning from vasopressors (28days) and mechanical ventilation (90 days) and 
time improvement in SOFA score was shorted in intervention group

• Risk of secondary infections, GI bleeding and neurological sequelae was not increased by 
intervention

• Increase in hyperglycamia with intervention

• Imbalance between pathogens between two groups (more viral pathogens in intervention 
group)

Authors Conclusions’

• Results in keeping with Cochrane review

• CORTICUS and HYPRESS did not include Fludrocortisone

• HYPRESS was not powered to address effects of hydrocortisone and excluded septic 
shock 

• Patients in this trial were ’sicker’ compared with CORTICUS

• Mortality rate in the placebo arm of the trial was close to that reported by the Sepsis-3 
task force

My comments:
• Effect of drotrecogin alpha can not be ignored and groups should not have been 

‘lumped together’

• Mortality rate of 49% in the placebo group at 90 days is high

• Majority of patient were admitted from a medical ward

• Standardised the complications using MEDRA classification of serious adverse 
events 

1. Did the trial address a clearly focused issue? Yes

2. Was the assignment of patient to treatments randomised? Yes

3. Were all if the patients who entered the trial properly accounted for at it’s conclusion? Can’t 
tell – I am unclear what happened after with withdrawal of drotrecogin alpha

4. Were patients, health workers and study personnel ‘blind’ to the treatment? Yes (I think)

5. Were the groups similar at the start of the trial? Yes

6. Aside from the experimental intervention, were the groups treated equally? Can’t tell 
(’treatment harmonized according to 2008 Surviving Sepsis Guidelines’)

7. How large was the treatment effect? Appeared significant
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8. How precise was the estimate of the treatment effect? Confidence intervals of 
primary outcome were close to limits and fragility index was 3 

9. Can the results be applied to the local population, or in your context? Can’t tell, 
mortality rate is quite high in the placebo population

10.Were all clinically important outcomes considered? No, although the adverse 
events were well recorded there was no consideration of the effect of drotrecogin alpha

11.Are the benefits worth the harms and costs? Yes perhaps; if concerns regarding 
high baseline mortality are resolved 

CONCLUSIONS

• Two large multicentre trials with conflicting results

• Problems identified with study showing benefit in intervention with 
Hydrocortisone-Fludrocortisone

• Possible harm to patients for intervention that has not been proven to benefit 
mortality

• It would be interesting to add these studies to the current systematic reviews

• I will probably continue to give low dose corticosteroids (with or without 
Fludrocortisone) in sepsis that is refractory to vasopressors


